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New Waves In Croatian-Chinese Relations
Will Make 2019 A Year Of Unprecedented
Rise In Chinese Visitors To Croatia!
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“Are Croatian hoteliers and
hospitality business owners ready
for the surge in visitor arrivals
from China?”
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The stage has been set for 2019 to be the year of culture and tourism between Croatia
and China. With bilateral ties soaring high and the many joint-initiatives fulfilled,
these will be creating new waves to the Croatian-Chinese relations and friendship.
With greater influx of Chinese holiday seekers, the biggest winners must surely go
to all of Croatia’s in-bound travel, hotel, resort, lifestyle and hospitality businesses.
The added bonus is coming from frequent visits by families, relatives and friends
of Chinese nationals working on many ongoing projects in Croatia, as well as those
in the pipeline.
A notable development is the Peljesac Bridge that would join separated parts
of Croatia. This project was tendered successfully by the China Road & Bridge
Corporation. It will be the second longest bridge in the whole of Europe.
For decades, going from Dubrovnik and the other split-off southern territories
to the rest of Croatia, travellers had to face four border checkpoints – they first
cross into Bosnia and Herzegovina (where Neum is located), then leave again to go
into Croatian territory. The same four checkpoint procedures apply when they are
returning back from the Northern region to Southern Croatia.
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Due for completion around 2021, this bridge will not only connect the other parts of
Croatia to its mainland, but will most definitely increase economic developments,
especially boosting travel and tourism in and around Croatia.
A key attraction would be the convenience to visit the island of Korcula, which has
been argued by historians to be the birthplace of Marco Polo in the 13th century.
Indeed, in Chinese ancient history, Marco Polo had a very familiar alliance.
Though some people may say that the exact date and place of Marco Polo’s birth is
unknown, nevertheless this has given a new meaning to the OBOR (One Belt, One
Road) initiative by the Chinese – a revisit to the Silk Road Travel era that was made
famous by Marco Polo, who himself had lived for over 17 years in China!

CHINA’S FOCUS ON CENTRAL & EASTERN
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
The other good reasons for Croatians to be in celebratory mood in 2019 are the
favourable outcomes in China-CEEC (Central & Eastern European Countries) relations.
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Some of the major activities that should herald in the influx of
Chinese tourists, are:
●● The hosting of the forthcoming 8th China-CEEC Summit in Croatia. For this
prestigious event, the Prime Minister of China, Li Keqiang, will be arriving on an
official visit and will grace the opening address.
●● During the 1st half of 2019, China will host the 16+1 National Coordinators’ Meeting.
●● For the 2nd half of 2019, it will be Croatia’s turn to host the follow-up of the 16+1
National Coordinators’ Meeting.
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●● Last year, CEEC participants had unanimously supported Croatia to lead in the
establishment of the 16+1 Coordination Mechanism for SMEs. They had also
given their commitment to fully support China on the establishment of the
China-CEEC SMEs Cooperation Zone.
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●● At the 4th high-level meeting of Tourism Cooperation between China and the 16
CEEC which was held in Dubrovnik in September 2018, the BIRN team (Balkan
Investigative Reporting Network) had reported that every Balkan tourism
officials have openly indicated they were trying to angle in for a bigger slice of
the lucrative Chinese tourist market. However, it was openly mentioned that it
was Croatia by far, that was doing the best at luring Chinese holidaymakers.
●● Hot on the heels after the Croatian Chamber of Commerce (HGK) opened its
office in Shanghai, the Croatian Tourism Board (HTZ) on 5 November 2018, less
than a year later, had opened its Representative Office in Shanghai.

Official opening of HGK Office in Shanghai - Photo Credit: The Croatian Chamber of Commerce
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●● Commenting on areas for possible further cooperation between Zagreb and
Beijing, Prime Minister Andrej Plenkovic cited transport, mentioning both the
Zadar and Rijeka Ports as well as cooperation in rail transport. “Now is the time”,
he believes, “to make a major step forward in modernising our rail transportation
system. On this, we are ready for our partnership with China.”
●● Prime Minister Plenkovic also mentioned an agreement has been reached for
the two countries to exchange various cultural events during 2019. He added
that Croatia is widely recognised by the Chinese tourists as an interesting new
destination in Europe. This is a great opportunity for us to further position our
country in the Chinese market. We are trying to agree on implementing direct
flights between Zagreb and Beijing, as well as with Shanghai,”
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●● On a more upswing note, the Prime Minister anticipated that 200,000 Chinese
tourists could have visited Croatia in 2018. Which calls to mind for hotels, lifestyle
and hospitality businesses to expect even much higher numbers of Chinese
visitors in the coming months and years.
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●● This is also observed by Kristijan Stanicic, Director of the Croatian National
Tourist Board. Currently, the Chinese are the 4th largest group of tourists to be
visiting Zagreb, the main capital city of Croatia. They are also attracted to visiting
Split, Zadar and Dubrovnik, as well as iconic places such as the Plitvice Lakes
National Parks. The focus will be on developing tailor-made tourism products
for the Chinese tourists.
●● A Chinese investor, Li Wei from L&L Golf, who was at the Croatian-Chinese
Economic Forum, said “Croatia is becoming very popular amongst the Chinese,
including those who are interested in golf. We would like to invest in golf courses,
if the Croatian government can offer us good conditions. In China, we have 480
golf courses and there seemed to be no more room for construction. Therefore,
Croatia would certainly be an interesting opportunity”.

Photo Credit: dnevnik.hr
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THE WINNER OF THE CHINESE MOST DESIRED
TRAVEL DESTINATION
Last year, the Shanghai local edition of an influential magazine Travel + Leisure
had proclaimed Croatia as the most desirable European destination. Croatia
received the much-coveted China Travel Award Recognition of “World’s Best
Award”.
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This came about after an extensive poll with Chinese readers and Croatia
was the unanimous winner. It reflected strongly that one of the most
populous nation on earth had plenty of interest for the natural beauty and
the attractions of her Adriatic shores.
The Award was received by Bisera Fabrio, a representative from the Croatian
Embassy in China. Indeed, it’s an invaluable recognition, the first of its kind
to come from the Chinese market. According to the Magazine’s chief editor,
Diggle Tian, 70% of would-be Chinese travellers are considering to spend
their next vacation along the refreshing shores of Croatia’s coastline.
Kristijan Stanicic, Director of the Croatian National Tourist Board mentioned
that, “The average Chinese visitor is not just interested in sun and swimming,
but are also attracted to natural beauties and historical sites, both of which
Croatia has plenty. The Award is a confirmation of our decision to increase
promotional activities in China”.
As a parting shot from Stanicic, “With this magazine Travel + Leisure which
is read by wellover a million Chinese households, the recognition is indeed a
nice advertisement for our Croatian side”.
Most certainly, the popularity of Croatia as a sought-after destination amongst
Chinese tourists, will go a long way in pleasing local businesses, particularly
in the hotel, lifestyle and hospitality sectors.

Now’s the time to make a major step forward in
modernising our rail transportation system.
On this, we are ready for the partnership with China.
Prime Minister Andrej Plenkovic
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WHAT MAKE CHINESE TRAVELLERS SO
FASCINATED ABOUT CROATIA?
There are countless reasons why China’s outbound travellers are drawn to visiting
Croatia. Here are just to name a few:

Location for Filming Movies and TV Programmes
The hit television series Game of Thrones, known to the Chinese audiences as
权力的游戏 (Quánlì de yóuxì, literally the ‘Game of Power’). The movie was first aired
in China in 2012. It will be having its final episode come April 2019.
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This fantasy drama centres around medieval European castles. Several locations
in Croatia had provided the ideal setting for several epic scenes like Battle of
Blackwater, whilst Fort Lovrijenac (Dubrovnik) became the King’s Landing for
‘Red Keep’.
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The hit series had quickly gained thousands of loyal and devoted Chinese fans who
formed societies, clubs as well as complex websites to ensure that their favourite
show and the characters depicted are always closed to their hearts and imagination.
A Chinese video game version of ‘Game of Thrones Winter Is Coming’ developed
for smartphones, will hit the Chinese market in the first half of 2019. Developed by
Yoozoo Games, a leading Chinese interactive entertainment developer, with license
rights from Warner Brothers.
The Baroque Staircase
as it is in Dubrovnik

Stairs to the Great Sept of Baelor
(King’s Landing)
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Without doubt, Croatia will see even larger interest from Chinese movie buffs and
their natural inclination to travel over to roam around familiar surroundings as
depicted in the movie. We can expect them not only at popular tourist hotspots
like Dubrovnik, Split, Zadar or Zagreb, but also other well-known coastal cities and
islands such as, Brač, Cres, Hvar, Korčula, Krk, Pag and Trogir etc.

A Highly Desirable Location for Filming Reality Shows
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Croatia’s popularity as a filming destination has remained unabated. A very popular
Chinese Reality TV Show, ‘Every day You Learn Something New’ was filmed onlocation in Croatia. It featured Chinese celebrities as well as Croatian musicians
such as Cellist Ana Rucner and pianist Maxim Mrvica. It has been one of the most
watched show in China and commands a regular viewership of over 300 million
households. (To view a video clip by Dnevnik Nova TV reporting in Croatian language,
click here).
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While another very high-ranking weekly TV Talk-Show, ‘Tian Tian Xiang Shang’
(天天向上) literally translated as ‘Looking Up Everyday’, had dedicated a two-part
episode on anything and everything about Croatia. Appearing are Chinese national
TV super-stars as well as celebrities from Croatia.
The show had 4 of its co-hosts travelling to Dubrovnik and Zagreb to film stories
about Croatia, its people, the culture, food and its local music scene. The second
part was filmed in Hunan province, entitled ‘Croatian Rhapsody’.
It also featured Croatian celebrities, Croatian Ambassador to China, Nebojša
Koharović, Chef Zlatko Puntijar, a renowned restaurateur and hotelier, as well as a
Chinese owner of a Chinese restaurant operating in Croatia.
Filming of the hit Chinese Reality TV Show “Every day You Learn Something New”
Screenshot off Nova TV
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With a regular audience of hundreds of millions, as well as ubiquitously sharing
on social media and websites streaming videos, just after a couple of weeks its
viewership had reached a billion views.
It calls to mind a few years ago of a popular Korean Reality TV Show that was
filmed in Croatia. Before the Show, arrivals of Korean tourists stood at an average
of 16,000 a year. After the Show, this number shot-up to 264,000, attributing to the
high viewership of that Reality TV Show.

Represented by Notable Personalities & Events
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Many Croatians, through various participation and publicity programmes, are
well-known personalities in China. From Chinese Reality Shows as well as other TV
broadcasts involving singers such as Jelena Rozga, Lana Jurčević, musicians Maksim
Mrvica, Ana Rucner, etc. There’s football coach Miroslav Ciro Blazevic who is popular
in China, Chef Zlatko Puntijar who often demonstrates opening a sparkling wine
bottle with a sabre, etc.
With Croatia having made it to the final in the last World Cup Football, it has been
drawing enormous attention amongst Chinese enthusiasts. According to Ctrip, the
number of searches on hotels in Croatia had jumped nearly 300 percent. While a
round trip ticket last August between Beijing and Zagreb went up to 9,500 yuan
($1,420), twice the usual price.

Agritourism, Natural Beauty, History, Cultural Heritage, Cultural Diversity
There has been asignificant and
consistent trend in the rise of
Chinese tourists visiting Croatia,
particular for its history, cultural
heritage, the fresh coastal sea
breezes, as well as the relaxing
and idyllic atmosphere.
Feedbacks have generally indicated
interest on Croatia’s natural,
historical and cultural sights of
unique
rustic
towns
and
countryside. The opportunity of
farm stays, participation in typical
farm activities to rediscover the
simplicity yet beauty of life, such as
walking along traditional ranches in
Vinkovći. The strolling along neighbouring forests to experience wonderful nature and
cultural diversities were frequently mentioned in Chinese social media platforms.
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Gastronomy, Shopping, Live Concerts & Cultural Festivals
More and more young people as well as a wider diversity of travellers from China
are also simply coming to Croatia to experience restaurants offering traditional
Croatian cuisine, road-side cafes, organised Street Food events, Klopa s klupa
(literally translated as ‘food from a bench’), the famous Zagreb Burger Festival,
etc. While shopping at farmers’ markets or having a meal at local eateries are
inexpensive and where one is able to stretch their travel budget quite well.
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Chinese tourists savouring Street Food treats in Zagreb – (Screenshot - Nova TV)

Many Scenic Islands, Affordable Boat Trip Packages
There are more than a thousand islands in Croatia. The larger ones are Brač, Cres,
Hvar, Korčula, Krk and Pag. Every island has its own unique and distinct charm.
Some are historical villages and are home to Italianesque towns. Croatia is most
definitely a yachter’s natural paradise.
Many people have commented that a visit would be incomplete without going on
a boat trip. Yachts can be privately charter or simply hop onto a boat tour around
some islands such as Brač or Hvar. Some tours may be for the whole day and
include serving of fresh seafood meals, drinks and live music. There are always
boat tours departing from major towns or resorts that dot the coast and are mostly
modest in charges.
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WHAT INSPIRES CHINESE TRAVELLERS
ABOUT CROATIA?
Croatia has all the trappings for the Chinese as they are particularly fond of taking
photos and videos for that emotional satisfaction, especially with selfie that
connects with the visual identity of scenic or iconic backdrops. These settings are
easily found almost every where around Croatian cities and neighbourhoods.
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They are extremely enthusiastic about sharing their travel stories with their family
and relatives, as well as with compatriots on social media platforms such as,
WeChat, Weibo, Baidu (the equivalent of Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, etc.).

Majority of modern Chinese travellers too are mostly game at trying new experiences
with unique foods or local cuisines prepared according to foreign cultures. They
are particularly attracted to organised Street Food Events or Bazaars with local
entertaining acts.
They are also interested in visiting places known for its iconic or natural structures
such as the Plitvice Lakes National Parks, ancient buildings and structures, etc.
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Tourist visitors from China can be generally categorised into 4 main groups:
1. Those between the ages of 25 and 44, who are particularly interested to learn
about different nationality, the local people’s way of life, and are also more
adventurous at trying new and unique experiences.
2. Another group are those over 45 years of age, travelling as individual couples
or with their children. They are financially sound, prefer guided tours, would
be moving about and staying only 2 to 3 nights in one location. They want
to maximise on whatever activities and to visit places that the destination is
famous for.
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3. The third group are those from a more wealthy background. They are wellorganised and would plan their vacation thoroughly. Their preference is for
staying at renown hotels, up-scale dining, efficiently organised inbound tours
and shopping for high-end products and souvenirs. Some are even in search
of investment potentials or for an institution that is suitable for their children’s
education in a European city.
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4. The fourth category is the traditional type that travel in groups and
accompanied by a tourist guide. They are above 50’s and visiting a few European
countries, such as Croatia, Slovenia, Austria, Hungary, etc. for a 7 – 10 days holiday
package. They would stay a day or two in each location. Their interests are on local
culture and natural places. This group is less adventurous for gourmet experiences
and generally not into shopping, entertainment or lifestyle indulgences.
Understandably too, the Chinese want faster visa processing instead of the
long wait due to the shortage of staff for handling of visa matters at the
Croatian Embassy in Beijing. The other wish item is the implementation of
direct as well as more flights
to and from Croatia, as well as
to be made available at various
major airports across China.
It has been regularly mentioned
on the Croatian side that the
authorities are trying very hard
to have direct flight routings
from multiple Chinese cities, as
well as to have increase in daily
flight schedules. Potentially, the
respective initiatives could lead
to increasing the number of
Chinese arrivals to as much
800,000 or more, annually.
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IN SUMMING UP
A notable rise in Chinese visitors to Croatia over the past few years has seen
a steady 55% to 60% growth in their numbers and 50% increase in overnightstayers, year-on-year. Currently, the Chinese are the fourth largest group visiting
the capital city, Zagreb – a position likely to remain unchanged.
According to Barbara Mesic, the Chief Advisor to Croatia’s Tourism Ministry, after
the 16+1 Summit in 2019, the interest amongst Chinese tourists to visit Croatia will
likely increase significantly. It’s because of the very strong cooperation between
the two countries that will rise to unprecedented levels.
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“It’s a major step forward with our Chinese bilingual tour guides, selected based
on having lived in Croatia for many years and having completed stringent training
and examinations. They were certified by our Tourist Authority and are working in
Zagreb. While responses from local Croatians interested to be trained as Chinesespeaking tour guides have been overwhelming”, said Mesic.
Mesic told Xinhua Net a Chinese News Portal, “Many more tourist attractions,
restaurants and merchants are already considering printing special guides and
price lists in the Chinese language. Our wish is that Chinese tourists who come
to this part of Europe can see the most important tourist and cultural centres
all within a few days, including those that are combining their stay with travel
packages to Austria or Italy”.
Needless to say, the tireless efforts put in by HTZ (Croatian National Tourism
Board), HGK (Croatian Chamber of Commerce), as well as the numerous successful
participations in Croatian-Chinese Economic Forums and National Coordinators’
meetings, etc., have all boded well for Croatia.
On the other hand, China’s government has also been actively encouraging
Chinese companies to participate in building tourist infrastructures here, as well
as for more businesses to initiate their cooperation with Croatian partners in
hotel, tourism, environment protection developments, creation of health tourism,
encouraging the widening use of Chinese mobile payment gateways, etc.
It would also be a right move for the Croatian authorities to consider lifting of
visa requirements for Chinese nationals visiting Croatia as tourists. It is a timely
gesture to reflect on the good relationship and the excellent ties that Croatia
and China have enjoyed, since the establishment of diplomatic relations more
than 26 years ago.
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It is with all these sincere and consistent push toward achieving a new and greater
wave of collaborations and friendship, that in a realistic reasoning, Croatia can
certainly expect substantial rise in Chinese visitors in 2019, as well as into the
years that follow.

How can hoteliers, resorts, hospitality and retail
services in Croatia become more proactive with
China’s millions of outbound travellers?
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Talk to IPPWORLD, an Asian-based LSP (Language Service Provider). IPPWORLD can
help you plan and strategise impactful Chinese content and online attraction marketing
initiatives. Our company’s end-to-end support includes effective engagements with
would-be Chinese outbound tourists across China’s affluent cities.
IPPWORLD is officially represented in Croatia as well as other former SFR
Yugoslavia territories through PROCONCEPT, an established consulting practice
that specialises in the tourism and hospitality sectors.

To read a specific article “Cracking the Chinese Tourist Market”
click here. To read a transcreated version of this article in Croatian
language, click here.
To browse research or marketing articles about China or multilingual
content development procedures, sign-up at: IPPWORLD INSIGHTS.
Alternatively, drop a mail to: info.singapore@ippworld.com.
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ABOUT
PROCONCEPT www.proconcept.hr is a Croatia–based consultant that
offers design, advisory and end-to-end solutions for the optimisation
of organisational practices as well as project management – whether to
develop a private and exclusive niche hideaway, or for a 5-star hotel or
guest villa with unique themes and outstanding architectural concept.
PROCONCEPT’s team of professional designers, builders, engineers,
landscaping specialists and hospitality management trainers are helping
clients transform their operations into viable and rewarding investments.
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For more information, contact
Andreja Gazdek: info.croatia@ippworld.com, or
connect with Andreja on LinkedIn.

ABOUT IPPWORLD
Since 1994, IPPWORLD www.ippworld.com has been assisting travel, hospitality,
retail and lifestyle establishments localise their website, booking system and
marketing content for the Chinese as well as other global consumers.
IPPWORLD provides end-to-end content localisation and project development
services, including ‘Attraction Marketing’ initiatives to help clients engage with
Chinese outbound travellers. Campaigns can be initiated through a series of
PUSH-PULL advertising and publicity strategies across China’s Internet platforms
and social media networks popularly used by Chinese nationals.
To understand how you can develop effective multilingual content marketing
strategies, contact
Joanne Chan: joanne.chan@ippworld.com, or
connect with Joanne at Linkedin.
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